PREMIERONE JAIL
TM

SMART PUBLIC SAFETY SOLUTIONS

Jail management is one of the most difficult, dangerous and underfunded jobs in public safety. Taxpayers want to
spend as little as possible on corrections, but in economically challenging times small budgets are getting smaller
at the same time that inmate populations are getting larger. With ongoing pressure to do more with less, police and
sheriff departments are continually challenged to increase the operational efficiency of their facilities.
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through the
correction system
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At station house,
officer completes
details of suspect
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PremierOne Jail reduces
complexity and makes
the booking and detention
process as fast and as
easy as possible. It works
seamlessly with PremierOne
Records, increasing
information sharing and
automating many booking
and administrative tasks.
From arrest to release, it
allows you to realize new
levels of efficiency.
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MAXIMIZE THE MINUTE
SIMPLIFY AND AUTOMATE THE INMATE MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Designed to help solve the most critical issues in jail management, PremierOne™ Jail streamlines workflows,
improves efficiencies and enhances inmate management. Through seamless integration with PremierOne
Records, it delivers the information you need to reduce the workload of managing the ever-growing
volume and diversity of your inmate population. Whether you manage booking and detention for a single
agency, multiple agencies or a regional consortium, you can automate every aspect of inmate tracking and
transactions, helping officers and administrators to improve safety and jail management operations.

SEAMLESSLY SHARE INMATE
INFORMATION
To streamline the booking and detention process, you need easy
access to the right information, when and where you need it.
Because PremierOne Jail shares master index and other records
with PremierOne Records, officers and administrators can enter
information just once and it is immediately available to the entire
system. Web-based client, reduces costs and ensures the secure
sharing of information – such as booking data, classifications and
risks, mug shots, gang affiliation, court orders and more – both
internally and with other jail and records agencies.

EXPEDITED BOOKING PROCESSES
The faster a detainee can be booked, the faster the arresting
officer can be back on the street protecting the community.
With PremierOne Jail, access to critical data, regardless
of the officer’s location, allows the booking process
to be started in the field and for prisoners to be
transferred to jail personnel quickly. Plus, there’s no
need to spend time entering the data again in the sally port
or station since the central data repository is automatically
updated. Now it is easier to process inmates and assign an
appropriate housing unit based on agency criteria.

Sophisticated controls let you secure sensitive inmate information
to prevent improper disclosure yet provide real-time access to other
valuable information for officers on the street and correctional
personnel responsible for handling inmates.

SECURITY BUILT-IN
• Industry leading security—
purpose - built public safety data
repository with multi-agency
support
• Field-level security controls
based on user, data content,
organization, command chain,
or workflow
• Digital signatures for data integrity
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EFFICIENT INMATE MOVEMENTS
Inmate movement is one of the most challenging and dangerous
processes in jail management. PremierOne™ Jail streamlines and
simplifies these high-volume transactions to reduce errors and liability.
When officers scan an inmate’s barcode wristband, a summary screen
is displayed, providing an inmate photo, classification alerts and other
pertinent information such as age, gender and medical issues. This
information lets facilities handle inmates appropriately to help keep
officers and inmates safe.
Automated alerts notify officers if they are attempting a move to
an inappropriate location, preventing issues such as housing violent
offenders with low-risk inmates or repeat offenders with juveniles.
The system also enforces other orders such as “keep separate”
to prevent certain individuals, such as co-defendants or rival gang
members, from being housed or moved together. Plus, administrators
can create movement schedules ahead of time to ensure accurate
transfers, saving sworn officers’ time by enabling them to conduct the
transaction quickly and efficiently.

OPTIMIZED INMATE MANAGEMENT

VIRTUAL MULTI-MEDIA BOOKING JACKETS

As your facility population grows and your officer-to-inmate ratios shrink,
the need for fast and accurate inmate tracking information becomes more
critical. Make your job easier with inmate management capabilities:

Highly efficient virtual booking jackets update dynamically and organize
all inmate information, including multimedia files, in one secure place.
Files can be accessed anywhere, anytime, regardless of location, making
accurate, consistent information on individuals – from mug shots to
medical assessment to agency-generated multimedia files to scanned
court documents and more – available to everyone authorized to view
it. Plus, advanced security controls prevent unauthorized access or
dissemination of the data so you can be confident this information is
protected and secure.

• Standard classifications and optional Northpointe™ classifications
for accurate inmate assessment
• Placing holds on inmates, notifying staff of outstanding warrants or
other issues that must be adjudicated before release
• Agency-specific release checklists to ensure that all court and
agency criteria are met, including holds for other agencies
• Query functionality to enable state queries like visitor background
checks and warrants checks
• Visitation module which tracks visitor requests and logs visitations
• Housing Administration module that lets you match your system to
facility capabilities and classify housing units by capacity, security
level, age and gender
• Gangs and gang members modules allow the jail gang unit to
appropriately categorize gang members
• Optional property and evidence system tracks inmate property and
seized evidence with a full chain of custody
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PREMIERONE
JAIL FEATURES
• Booking
• Accept Inmate
• Classification
• Health Care Screening
• Activity Logs
• Inmate Movements

AGENCY CONFIGURABLE
You can configure PremierOneTM Jail modules by adding and modifying fields through the innovative
Advanced Configuration Tool (ACT), even creating agency-specific modules that integrate seamlessly with
your workflows and business processes. This capability gives you the flexibility to configure the booking
process to match your own intake and movement procedures.
PremierOne Jail also easily integrates with other third-party applications such as commissary and telephone
services, helping you to control costs and leverage your existing investment. Bottom line, PremierOne Jail
allows you to tailor the system to meet your specific needs without the high cost of third party customization.

• Temporary Outings
• Court Appearances
• Housing/Bed
• Management
• Visitation Approvals
• Visitation Logging
• Inmate Holds
• Release Checklists
• Inmate Release

WHEN LIVES ARE ON THE LINE, RELY ON THE SPEED OF INTUITION TO SIMPLIFY WORKFLOWS FOR EFFECTIVE
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT – SO YOU CAN MAXIMIZE THE MINUTE.
To learn how PremierOne Jail and the PremierOne Smart Public Safety Solutions can help you save time, streamline information
access and sharing across your operations, contact your Motorola representative or visit
motorolasolutions.com/premieronejail
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